ANTI-FASCIST ACTIVITY IN MANCHESTER’S JEWISH COMMUNITY IN THE 1930s

Sharon Gewirtz

Between 1933 and 1939, Jews in Britain fought back against their victimisation at the hands of Oswald Mosley’s British Union of Fascists (BUF). The fight against fascism in Manchester was spearheaded by the Cheetham branch of the Young Communist League (YCL) also known as the Challenge Club. With its 200 members it was probably the largest branch of the YCL in Britain and it was almost exclusively composed of Jewish young men and women who resided in the Jewish working-class districts of Cheetham and Strangeways. This article will begin by attempting an understanding of what it was that gave so many young Jewish men and women a heightened sense of class consciousness and a subsequent attraction to revolutionary politics. It will go on to look at the nature of the threat from the BUF and the way in which the Challenge Club responded to it.1

The article is written largely in response to a number of myths which have grown up around Jewish anti-fascist activity in the 1930s. Firstly there is the myth originally propagated by British fascists themselves but given wider circulation by Robert Skidelsky in his apologetic and highly sympathetic biography of Oswald Mosley. Drawing on the evidence of A.K. Chesterton — an anti-Semitic and member of the BUF — as if he were a neutral and respectable witness to the events of the Thirties, Skidelsky argues that Jews themselves were responsible for the anti-Semitism of the BUF. “In December 1931,” he writes,

Mosley was assuring Lord Melchett2 that ‘anti-Semitism forms no part of the policy of this organisation, and anti-Semitic propaganda is forbidden.’ A.K. Chesterton confirms that ‘speakers who put over their personal views on the Jewish question were barred from the rostrum; some were expelled.’ Some Jews even joined. The party line had been settled and there it was to remain officially for almost two years. What started to change it was the attitude of Jews themselves, and they must take a large share of the blame for what subsequently happened. A Jewish malaise at this time was to be obscured by fascism. If some Jews found it intolerably provoking they certainly went out of their way to be provoked. Fascist meetings drew them as a magnet.”

One immediately senses the racism of any explanation of anti-Semitism which claims that Jews were responsible for their own oppression; and one is led to question an analysis which sees a need to excuse or apologise for the kind of behaviour exhibited by Mosley and his Blackshirts. A discussion of the facts surrounding Blackshirt activity in Manchester will serve to discredit any such assertions.

Competing with the Skidelsky myth which accuses Jews of over-reacting to fascism is a second myth — tending to operate at a popular rather than historiographical level — which characterises Jews as under-reacting, as being passive in the face of the attack. The stereotype here is encapsulated in a phrase usually applied in the context of the Holocaust, ‘they went like lambs to the slaughter’, but this representation of Jews pre-dates the Holocaust. In 1936 the Home Secretary, Sir John Simon, in acknowledging the provocative nature of anti-Semitic abuse was to remark that ‘the only reason there is not a row is because Jews are submissive under insult’. As this article will demonstrate — with particular reference to fascism in Manchester — the Jewish community proved him wrong on both counts: there was a ‘row’ and Jews
showed themselves unwilling to submit to any form of provocation by the BUF.

As in recent accounts historiography enunciates from the tendency to judge Communist anti-fascism in the 1930s almost entirely on the basis of official pronouncements and the Brutal Party (CP) figures which appeared at the time in the Daily Worker. Such an approach tends to give the misleading impression that Jews were in some way led or manipulated by the CP. In this analysis it is stressed that the CP is not really the champion of Jewish interests that it wanted to be, that, in fact, there just happened to be a convergence of interests between the Communist and Jewish causes. It has been argued, for instance, that:

since fascist Jew baiting afflicted in particular the poorer strata of Anglo-Jewry, Communist identification with the Jewish cause fitted in with the party’s general political aspirations and did not pose a dilemma of class expediency. While it would have been inopportune for the left to come out against the anti-Semitism that accompanied the immigration of large numbers of Jews during the 1930s, which was forced to affect the labour market, in the 1930s the support for East End Jewry was unproblematic, in that it did not conflict with the working class at large. Yet when the two were not mutually compatible, working-class interests were given priority.6

Whilst it is substantially the case that the leadership of the CP “was less concerned with the Jews than with the principle of attacking fascism,”7 which relies solely on official CP sources give an incomplete and hence misleading account of the CP’s involvement in anti-fascist activity, leaving the reader with the false impression that Jews were somehow misled into joining the CP. By looking from the top down of the rank and file CP activity at a local level — it will become clear that Jews were not simply pawns of CP leaders or passive recipients of the CP line. It will be seen that Jews at the grassroots level shaped their anti-fascist activity in their own way even if it meant ignoring official party pronouncements on the question. A gap in the historiography has played a large part in allowing myths such as these to circulate. Although individual Jews, Phil Piratin8 or Joe Jacob9 for instance, have written about their own opposition to fascism in the wider context of a Communist response, attempts to write a history of specifically Jewish opposition to fascism are thin on the ground. With the exception of David Rosenberg’s pamphlet, Facing up to Anti-Semitism,10 there has been no effort in the literature about the thirties to go beyond the occasional and usually purely incidental mention of Jewish involvement in British anti-fascist activity. When Jews are mentioned it is usually as nameless inhabitants of the East End, faceless victims of fascism and anti-semitism, or as institutions, for instance the Board of Deputies of British Jews (BoD) or the Jewish Chronicle.

Rosenberg’s work on the response of the Jewish communal leadership and of working-class East End Jewry to fascism is an exception and we must build on this type of work which begins to put Jews at the centre of the stage in an attempt to piece together a history of Jewish opposition to fascism in the 1930s. A fundamental weakness in Rosenberg’s pamphlet, however, is that it falls to ask

some vital questions about the way in which social identities were constructed and this is largely because his sources won’t let him; for Rosenberg’s analysis is based almost exclusively on the Jewish Chronicle as a source of evidence. Although he accepts that an examination of the editorial policy and general content reveals that it lies broadly within the consensus of opinion of the established communal leadership, he goes on to defend his extensive use of the Jewish Chronicle on the grounds that it “could offer the largest and most comprehensive coverage of the anti-fascist movement encompassing readership” as compared with the Yiddish newspapers and provincial Jewish papers.11 Therefore, Rosenberg argues, “the Jews were not, in the 1930s, providing a most productive medium through which to study the period from within the Jewish community.”

The result is quite a cogent analysis of the response to fascism of the representatives of the Jewish bourgeoisie, the BoD, but a correspondingly weaker analysis of that of the Jewish People’s Council Against Fascism and Anti-semitism (JPC), a popular front organisation set up in the East End of London by working-class Jews to combat fascism there. The setting up of the JPC is explained in the following terms: that its members’ very different analysis of anti-semitism led them to be dissatisfied with the BoD’s response which — once action was deemed necessary — was essentially a campaign of anti-defamation. By analysing the response of the Jewish working-class largely in terms of a rejection of the response of the middle-class Jews who sat on the BoD, Rosenberg confers too much importance on to the communal leadership and fails to tackle the more important reasons for the radical nature of Jewish working-class activity. One is left with the impression that the JPC’s understanding of anti-semitism — “as a political instrument, but with an appeal rooted in economic conflict”12 — was an inevitable or automatic outgrowth of its members’ direct experience of the anti-Semitic threat. What Rosenberg fails to do is to deduce the more detailed nature of identity or consciousness formation which lay behind the decision of Jews to join the JPC and which contributed to their assessment of anti-semitism in the 1930s. It could be argued that there is no need to explain why working-class Jews set up an organisation like the JPC or joined bodies like the YCL, because it is so self-evident that this was a logical response to anti-semitism or to exploitation by capital. But this sort of argument wrongly assumes that people always choose the response which corresponds to their objective class interests. What would be interesting to know is why in this particular instance there was such a linkage between class location and political action. To obtain a satisfactory answer one must ask questions both about the objective conditions of class and ethnic oppression and also about communal traditions and culture which, although determined structurally themselves, in turn may be seen to have influenced the nature of people’s identities and the choices and responses those identities informed.

By drawing on oral sources as well as more conventional evidence in the form of newspaper reports, its possible to address some of the problems neglected by Rosenberg whilst sustaining his overview which puts Jews at the centre of the stage. Although there are inevitable problems associated with this evidence, the advantages more than compensate for these. Interviews with ex-YCL members may help us see what it was that motivated people to join the YCL and enable us to discover not only what
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they saw was important but through these testimonies to identify less conscious influences act on, or at least begin to ask questions about what these may have been.

Whilst the central concern of this paper is the two hundred or so Jewish members of the Cheetham YCL, there is a need to place the activities of this group — which was after all only a small minority of the Manchester Jewish community — into perspective. There were roughly 35,000 Jews in Manchester in the 1930s. Most of these were immigrants or the children of immigrants who came to Britain at the turn of the century to escape the pogroms, economic hardship and enforced military service that was the worst of East European Jewry. They were concentrated mainly in the working-class districts of Cheetham and Strangeways. Work-life was focused in the small workshops and factories of the garment and furniture-making industries. Like other sectors of the British economy in the 1930s, these trades were hard hit by the depression. Bill Williams has described the effects.

Workshops were closed without notice, hours were shortened and pay cut in many that remained open. Less scrupulous masters replaced skilled union labour with cheap, unskilled workers, many underpaid on the pretext of being ‘apprentices’. Longer-term changes were also undercutting the garment trades. Cap-making was hit by what one employer saw in 1933 as the ‘vogue of hatless men and women’, traditional waterproofing by the advent of synthetic, chemically-treated rainproof cloth, bespoke tailoring by the massproduction of ‘cheap, multi-store tailors’.

Throughout the 1930s the economic structure of the Old Jewish Quarter, created by the immigrants of the later 19th century, was gradually giving way to provide a secure and comfortable livelihood for their children. Vigorous rearward action by the unions, designed to maintain a living wage, failed to hold back the tide of economic depression and structural decay. It was the dismal economic climate in Lancashire as a whole in the early 1930s which persuaded Sir Oswald Mosley to make Manchester an important focus of his black-shirted British Union of Fascists.13

Joining the CP was just one response to these conditions. Involvement in trade union activity was another, more common strategy. Particularly militant was the Waterproof and Garment Workers’ Trade Union, which held a nine month strike in 1934-5 for better pay and conditions.15 But the most widespread reaction especially amongst the children of immigrants in the districts of Cheetham and

Strangeways was the desire to ‘get on’. This was reflected in a drift of Jews northwards, away from the traditional areas of Jewish settlement, to the newer suburbs of Prestwich, Crumpsall and Sedgeley Park. However, these responses were not always mutually exclusive. Many of those involved in communist activity also played an important part in the trade union movement. Similarly, trade unionists worked together with communists in the fight against fascism. Nor was the desire to ‘get on’ or ‘better oneself’ incompatible with a sympathy with some of the aims and activities of the small group of Jews who belonged to the YCL.

Attraction of Communism

Most young Jews’ first encounter with organised politics in the twenties and thirties in Manchester would have been at the County Forum (a popular debating society amongst Manchester radicals) or at outdoor meetings held at Stevenson Square (the Manchester equivalent of Hyde Park), at street corners and at entrances to public parks. And it was often at these venues that they would first come into contact with the Young Communist League. Many of those who joined had been in the Jewish Lads Brigade (a supposedly non-political, although militarily orientated social club), but at the age of fifteen, sixteen and seventeen they were looking for something else, an organisation that would enable them to become politically active on the revolutionary left.

For those who joined the YCL in the 1930s, the growth of British fascism visible on the streets of Manchester coupled with the rise to power of Hitler in Germany were clearly the most powerful and immediate motivating forces. For the CP seemed to be the only political grouping which was waging an active campaign against fascism and anti-semitism. ‘What finally decided me’, Martin Bobek recalls.

We were already worried about what was happening in Germany with the Nazis and so on and when Hitler came to power I realised then that things were very serious and I was looking ... to see what part I could play in this and I went to the Labour Party and it was obvious they were doing nothing and I was a bit worried ... about joining the Communist Party because you knew the way my brother used to talk as if all the Communists were all tremendous intellectuals, cause you knew we used to go to the County Forum and listen to people, you know, people like Moses Barnett and I thought, ‘Ooh, how can I join the Communist Party?’ But they were the only ones, doing anything. You see they were going round campaigning against fascism far more than the others were doing. Anyway ... so I joined the Communist Party, but they put me in the YCL.15

For Joe Garman as well ‘the rise of Hitler in the 1930s clouded [his] entire life’ and the Challenge Club, unlike the Jewish Lads’ Brigade and the ordinary synagogue societies, provided young Jews with ‘a means of expression’ and a means ‘to struggle against fascism’.19 Similarly for those who joined in the 1920s, before the rise of fascism in England, the CP was attractive because it seemed to be doing something about trying to make the revolution happen rather than just theorising about it like other revolutionary organisations some had experienced. This is Ben Ainley’s description of his brief encounter with the Socialist Party of Great Britain (SPGB)
People tried to commit suicide in the area where I lived. My father went to Glasgow to look for work when I was 10 or 11. He needed to send me and my brother a penny stamp each week. I was thoughtful, couldn't understand why these things should be. It seemed all wrong. I didn't accept it. I never adopted the attitude, 'It was there and if I ever get the chance I'm going to get one of it, get rich', because that's not a solution. My concern was that the whole thing should be made right.

At 14 or 15 I'd heard it said often enough that the problems were due to the anarchic nature of society and production and the private ownership of the means of production and people and their welfare was a secondary issue. It made sense to me — the idea that you needed a planned togetherness where people's happiness and prosperity should be the primary concern in running society. The fight against fascism was a corollary of this — the moment the ordinary people were to try to make an advance to a more equitable society, those with a vested interest in keeping things as they were would crush them. I understood that the Blackshirts swarming into the streets was necessary to divide opposition and a scapegoat like anti-semitism was the ideal thing. At 17 I joined the YCL.

And a little later he added:

There was every reason for doing everything. The issues were so clear. There were the Blackshirts who were the armed fist of the class enemy. In fighting them you were not only defending their chosen target, your people — because when they shouted 'Get rid of the yids', it was you they were talking about. So you were fighting the class enemy, its mailed fist and you were the target so you were defending yourself as a Jew. In the process you were playing a leading role in changing that society which was producing this.
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before being persuaded by someone at the County Forum to join the CP in 1922:

I said, 'Well, if I join the SPGB, what do I do?' So the chap said to me, 'Don't worry, you've already started. You're reading in a right stuff'. I was reading a very good pamphlet, What Is Socialism? Read that. Read Marx... Wages, Price and Profit, Wage Labour and Capital. Those two gave me a good basis. Now I was a studious lad, I'd read novels that big many a time, you know, but a volume of six or seven hundred pages, that was a bit too much, but I said, 'OK'. You know, swallowed a bit but I said, 'I'll try it, but you tell me, what do I do then?'

Well, there's volume two. And the impression given me was that you could be intellectually rich for life and more and more confirmed as a socialist the more Marx you read. But I said, 'Look, I'll do the readings, you know, sometimes, but what do I do when I've done the readings?... What about socialism, what about the trade unions, what about converting people?' 'You won't convert people', they used to say to me, 'events will convert them'.

But the active nature of CP work was what convinced neophytes to join the CP in preference to other revolutionary organisations. What was it that attracted young Jews to revolutionary socialism in the first place?

Two threads run through the testimonies of Jews who joined in the 1920s and 30s. One is the experience of anti-semitism culminating in the rise of fascism in the 1920s but also expressed in memories of name-calling at school and getting into fights because of it. 'Shemy' and 'Yid' were common insults, as were the taunts, 'Let's crucify him like they crucified our Lord', or 'Who is God Christ?'

Also common amongst those interviewed was an awareness of the exclusion of Jews from certain sectors of industry such as mining and engineering because of racially restrictive trade union practices. A second thread running through the interviews is the experience of location in the Sweated workshops of the garment industry which clearly had a vital impact on the development of an acute sense of class identity. Work was highly seasonal so that experience like him they crushed our Local or 'Who is God Christ?'

Communism provided an answer to both kinds of oppression, class and ethnic, by offering an analysis which linked the two together. If racism was a tool of the ruling class employed to divide the working class, then the defeat of capitalism would mean the disappearance of anti-semitism along with wage slavery. Aubrey Lewis's testimony illustrates the way these two kinds of oppression could have a powerful impact on consciousness and work together to produce a receptivity to communist ideas. In answer to the question 'How did you become politically active?' Aubrey said:

My childhood was spent in acute economic difficulty. I was born in a working-class district at the time of economic recession. I was eleven years old when the Wall Street crash happened — I remember vividly the effects and so many people in the area out of work, people literally dropping from starvation.
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Moreover what was appealing about communism was the immediacy of its solution, for the revolution was expected in the next ten years. Aubrey continued.

You must remember it was only eighteen years or so after the Russian Revolution, in the throes of the world-wide capitalist crisis. The hope and optimism on the part of socialist revolutionaries were tremendous. At the age of 16 I really believed it was only a matter of 10 or 15 years before we had worldwide socialism... the optimism was a tremendous generator of energy.

As well as providing hope for the future, membership of the YCL offered a whole lifestyle. It was a means of dealing with the pressures of work and school saw it as having been in many ways a political version of the Jewish Lads' Brigade, for us as well. Political meetings and lessons on Marxism, members would come to the Challenge Club for a chat, a game of table-tennis or to listen to music, but the social and political were firmly wedded together, as expressed in Joe's description of YCL social life:

The Challenge Club became, oh, not only a political club. It was far from that. There'd be readings there, there'd be lectures on various things. There'd be rambles — in particular rambles. Every weekend the countryside was opened out for... Jewish children. For the first time they were able to go out in the country and walk literally in the fresh air. It was a wonderful thing for Jewish children to do and rambling became, as important a factor in Jewish progressive life as anything... It was all coupled with this anti-fascist business... Sometimes or other it wasn't separate. Literally one could say if you were playing table-tennis you were playing it with an anti-fascist feeling about it. You didn't separate things, it was all part and parcel of the same thing... The theatre was part of the struggle against fascism. If you went to the Hallé orchestra it was somehow or other you used to talk to people about the... coming next week. Everything was linked together."

This last point about lifestyle brings us into the realm of culture and tradition. While joining the YCL was partly a response to concrete experiences of economic exploitation and anti-semitism, the decision to join may have been made easier by a pre-existing set of both radical and less radical utopian traditions in the community. Before 1914 Jewish radicalism in Britain was expressed in the form of almost every group in the Aron Lieberman's Hebrew Socialist Union, which organised Jewish workers against the sweating system. Communities of the 1920s and 1930s may have been heirs to this older anarchist tradition. Paul Fishman has described how, in 1917, many of the older members of the Jewish radical movement "saw their millennium in the Russian Revolution... Hundreds flocked enthusiastically to join the great return", and "a generation of immigrants' sons embraced the new Communism from afar with a fanaticism more lasting than the old". As well as the more radical ideologies like anarcho-communism, bandism and Zionism supported by some of the first generation immigrants, there also existed a competing, if not politically articulated, version of utopianism expressed in a faith in the democracy and equality, which the 'New World' (America) especially but Britain as well were thought to offer. While these various strands of belief held in common was a longing for and a vision of a society free from anti-semitism and
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poverty. It could also be argued that they shared a common source: an experience of the systematic brutality of the Tsarist regime.

Some immigrants clung to the same utopian vision for most of their lives and consciously attempted to pass that on to their children. Mick's father, for example, Mick describes his father as 'an anarchist type', 'socialistically inclined' and 'an anti-capitalist'. He had left Russia partly to escape the pogroms, but also because, having bravely deserted the army to avoid fighting in the imperial Russian-Japanese War of 1905, he was in danger of being caught and imprisoned. Mick describes his own upbringing as being in an atmosphere of political argument and he tells of the way in which once he was in the YCL his parents would facilitate his political involvement by encouraging him to hold meetings in the family house which became known by their neighbours as 'Bloshviki House'.

Ben Ainley's father on the other hand adopted a number of alternative utopian visions throughout his lifetime: he had been a member of the Bund in Russia — that is the Jewish socialist organisation. He was sufficiently a socialist when he came to England that when his older son was born — my elder brother — he called him William Morris. But by the time I came on the scene 13 months later he'd suffered a change. He'd become more Jewish, and I was given a name which... brought... him back into the Jewish community. And a younger brother of mine — Teddy... was called Theodore Herzl. So you see he'd gone right over to Zionism by this time. My father thought England was marvellous and Jews didn't need socialism any more... that was his attitude, and he was quite horrified, horrified of the idea of our joining the Communist Party. It was a betrayal of the Jewish people who in this country had freedom. That was his attitude."
Ben, like others of his generation, whilst not directly brought up as a socialist and not supported by his parents in his decision to join the YCL, grew up with the knowledge of how his parents had suffered in Eastern Europe and what their hopes had been. For people like Ben — who in his early life had heard a lot about different ideologies which were critical of the world as it was — having alternative visions, there were acceptable and normal feelings to have. So that, whilst many immigrants abandoned their search for a utopia once in England, seeing this country as conforming (near enough) to that vision, that search was resumed by the second generation. Immigrants who appropriated versions of the utopian culture were held by their personal testimony of Audrey Lewis indicates a sense of feeling part of a utopian tradition, of belonging to an idealised international movement of Jews who were searching for an existence without oppression:

The Jews were a working class spread around the world whose only hope for survival seemed to be in a better society, it was in their perceived interest that there should be social justice... Everywhere in Europe, Jews gravitated to the revolutionary movements. This was their hope for a better society, free from anti-Semitism and poverty.27

For those who joined the YCL, the Soviet Union came to represent the model of that 'better society, free from anti-Semitism and poverty'. Although he is writing about the 1940s, Raphael Santillín expresses, in the following passage, the vacillation of the Soviet Union also felt by Jews:

The Soviet Union vows, of course, our promised land, the embodiment of socialism in action. It was the place where man had become a giant, both in mighty foots of construction — the hydro-electric dam at Dnieperperovsk was, in my child's imagination, one of the wonders of the world — and in heroic acts of resistance. It had dispensed with landlords and capitalists; it had abolished kings and queens. It was a land, as we believed, where racial division vanished. On parade, only country in the world where anti-Semitism is a crime against the state... It had emancipated its subject peoples, scattered their exploiters like leaves before the wind...28

Nature of the Fascist Threat

Fascist activity manifested itself in a number of ways, as did the fear generated by it. Fear for one's immediate safety was compounded by fear of what the fascists stood for. The association between the BUF and German and Italian fascists was clear for all to see; for the rise of fascism in England occurred alongside the rise of fascism on the Continent. This was clearly illustrated on the pages of the Manchester Guardian. An article on the violence surrounding Mosley's first rally in Manchester's Belle Vue and the brutality of the Blackshirt stewards, for instance, appears alongside an article headlined, Growing Reports of A Nazi Terror.29

The BUF sought to imitate the Nazis in every way: the paramilitary nature of the organisation, the uniform; the emblems; assembling the crowds of the swastika; and the leadership cult. In case people were not able to make the connection for themselves, Manchester Guardian leaders drew the attention of their readers to it.
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There were two meetings in Manchester last night, one to protest against the barbarities and cruelties of Fascism in Germany, the other a meeting in Belle Vue to advocate the introduction of Fascism into this country... If the study of demogogic arts can help a man, Sir Oswald Mosley should be master of them. The presence of Mussolini or Hitler, no trick of floodlighting or the microphone has been missed. So far as outward appearances go, the flatter of solution has been sincere and crude.30

The most organised form of BUF activity were mass meetings and rallies. These were both threatening in terms of the numbers of Blackshirts in attendance and in terms of language used. At Belle Vue on 29 September 1934 Mosley described the opposition as 'the sweepings of the continental ghetto financed by Jewish financiers' and as 'an alien gang brought from the ghetto to Britain by Jewish money'. At one point he exclaimed, 'Look at the mobilisation of Jews from Cheetham Hill Road'. Behind those 'foreign Yiddish faces' was 'foreign Yiddish gold'. Not only did Mosley adopt Hitler's accusations about Jewish finance but he borrowed the theme of a stab in the back. Referring to the Jews in the audience, he asked, 'Are those people who stabbed our men in the back when they were fighting in the trenches in the last war in a British squadron going to lead us to war with Germany in a Jewish guerrilla?'. As well as attempting to incite racial hatred, Mosley's speeches constituted a clear encouragement to violence. At the same meeting he argued:

We have been faced with terrorism and mob rule in the streets, which we have met and broken... Our case is being put forward tonight and being heard despite every method of the alien mob to prevent us being heard... Moving about with Blackshirt sheepdogs, three hooligans would be outside to yell in the streets.31

So far reference has been made only to the large meetings at which Mosley spoke, but other forms of fascist activity on a smaller scale could be equally, if not more, threatening. Mass meetings were occasional occurrences and could be avoided, unless of course they were held in Jewish areas, for instance Cheetham Town Hall. But other types of fascist activity, which went largely unreported in the press, were a repeated phenomenon which one could not avoid. At the least organised level there was the mattering anti-Semitism of people not connected to the fascist movement, but clearly influenced by it. Weekly fascist meetings were held at such places as Stevenson Square, Miles Platting, Alexandra Park and Platt Fields where anti-Semitism was propagated and literature handed out. Leaflets were posted door-to-door regarding alleged atrocities carried out by 'Communist brutal boys from the local ghetto'. One member of the Manchester Jewish community remembers receiving a leaflet through his door alleging that one such 'bully boy' had bitten the jugular vein of a Briton.32 As early as 1933 incidents are reported in the press of Blackshirts attacking Jewish youths in Cheetham. It should not be assumed that only CP members were threatened.33

Most importantly, these forms of activity occurred right at the heart of the area in which Jews lived. It is a coincidence that the BUF's headquarters were in Northumberland Street and Tyson Street, both places highly populated by Jews. That the BUF acted with intention to provoke was not an idea which existed solely in the minds of Jewish extremists, as Skidelsky would have us believe. Manchester Chief Constable Maxwell could hardly be par
in this category, yet he was to express 'considerable concern' at the BUF challenge in a confidential memo to the Home Office. The fascists, he wrote, were adopting 'a policy of deliberate provocation of the Jews. Parties of fascists in uniform visit the Jewish quarter and make insulting remarks which lead to outbreaks of disorder'. Instances of such provocations, he reported, ran at between four and five a week. One case exaggerated the threat posed to a Jew by a group of Blackshirts in military formation marching through a Jewish area chanting 'the Yids, the Yids, we've got you up the Yids'. The cinema was a common venue for this type of provocation. One such incident was described in the Jewish Chronicle:

On a Saturday evening recently, Fascists appeared in Cheetham Hill Road outside a well known cinema largely frequented by Jewish patrons selling their newspaper, Action, and calling out loudly 'the only paper in the country not financed by Jews'.

Would Skidelsky argue that Jews, who visited their local cinema on Saturday nights, were going 'out of their way to be provoked'? It has been argued that tension between fascists, their opponents, and the police was less acute in Manchester than in London because of the 'radical initiatives' of Maxwell, and the more even-handed treatment of fascists and anti-fascists by the Manchester police. In line with Home Office recommendations, the Metropolitan police pursued a policy of 'minimum interference'. They rarely entered private meetings or took preventative action to forestall clashes. The Manchester police, on the other hand, had greater autonomy from the Home Office and their actions tended to represent the very different policy of the City Council. They had no qualms about entering fascist meetings, and if necessary ushering Blackshirts out. On 12 March 1933, for instance, at the Free Trade Hall, 12 policemen rushed into Mosley's meeting without invitation and ordered out the 130 BUF stewards. On 29 October 1933 Maxwell imposed a 6 o'clock curfew on a city centre BUF meeting. And shortly after Mosley's mass rally at Olympia in June 1934 (when Fascist stewards used extreme violence to eject anti-fascist protesters from the meetings), Manchester police refused to allow fascist meetings to take place in municipally owned halls, unless the police were to act as stewards. On 7 October 1936 Manchester became the first council in Britain to officially ban the wearing of political uniforms at public ban meetings. By banning uniforms on certain occasions and controlling Blackshirt stewards on others rather than effectively than the Met, the Manchester force may clearly have relieved tension at certain junctures and paved the way for the banning of political uniforms altogether. However, it would be misleading to make too much of these instances; for the interventions of the Manchester police force could on occasions favour the fascists. In September 1934, for instance, the police backed an anti-fascist march in the vicinity of Belle Vue where the BUF had been given permission to hold a rally. The Manchester Guardian derided Maxwell's action, which clearly discommodated against the anti-fascists. It similarly condemned the heights to which the police went in order to safeguard the right of fascists to propagate their hatred.

Inside Belle Vue the police had made detectable arrangements for the comfort of Sir Oswald Mosley's party. They shepherded the Blackshirts into a 'square enclosure' formed by a ' stout wooden barrier' which
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Title page of YCL 'We Ask For Life!' pamphlet itself was lined on the inside with policemen, and when Signor Mussolini and Herr Hitler heard of our popular police insuring our Blackshirts in a Zarthe at Belle Vue ... they will have learnt something interesting about the standing of Fascists in this part of England. There are also instances in which Jews and anti-fascists experienced hostility from individual policemen. These anti-fascists involved were certainly given the impression that the police were definitely on the side of the fascists. Aubrey Lewis remembers,

They [the BUF] had a regular pitch on Saturday nights at Marshall Croft. They were always protected by the police. We needed to turn out with anti-fascist leaflets or CP papers. I remember distinctly standing with a friend on the pavement shouting out anti-fascist slogans and two huge coppers approached us and one of them said, 'Listen you, you make one move and we'll act'. So I said to him, 'On whose behalf will you act? On their behalf?'. He said: 'I told you, not one move'. Occasionally this sort of incident got a mention in the press. In one street-corner meeting in 1936, the Jewish Chronicle reported:

the national anthem was unexpectedly struck up and one Jewish youth, taken by surprise, still had his hat on; it was plucked from his head by a fascist immediately. A witness nearby renominated, and a policeman drawn into the affray told the Jewish youth that he would have to take off his hat in the future. The same witness directed the officer's attention to the fact that he had no right to make such a remark to an unoffending citizen, and if anything he should have warned the fascist for committing what was technically an assault.

One cannot generalise from this example nor from the reminiscences of those involved that the Manchester police force was full of fascist sympathisers. Nor can one say that the Chief Constable was sympathetic to Mosley's cause. But the even-handed treatment of fascists and anti-fascists
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by the police leads one to suspect that Maxwell’s interest in “keeping order” overrode any desire he may also have had to defend the right of Jews not to be harassed. If the latter had been his primary motivation, even-handedness would not have been the most appropriate response. For in practice even-handedness and the associated policy of “keeping order” could mean, as in the Belle Vue example, defending the right of fascists to incite racial hatred and violence. In fact, the very phrase “public order problems” employed by the Home Office and the police may be viewed as a reflection of state ambivalence on the really important matter—a concerted fascist campaign of attacks against Jews. Not only were Jews threatened by fascist anti-Semitism, but they were confronted by a police force acting with the authority of the state to defend the right of fascists to harass and intimidate them.

Response of the YCL

The most active forms of opposition to fascism in Manchester were largely organised by the almost exclusively Jewish, two hundred strong Cheetham branch of the YCL, although it should be realised that it was not only communist Jews who were engaged in the fight against fascism. For example, in 1936 Manchester communists worked together with members of the Labour Party, the Workers’ Circle (an organisation of Jewish workers) and the two garment workers’ unions under the umbrella of the North Manchester Coordinating Committee Against Fascism, a popular front organisation. Also, the Communal Council (the formal representative body of the Manchester and Salford Jewish community) sent a letter to the Lord Mayor (local Labour MP) after an initial period of inaction, adopted a more positive anti-fascist policy. Its initial, cautious response to fascism reflected an emerging defensive concern of a less secure, older generation of recent immigrants that the restriction conferred on Jews in British society was conditional on their conforming to certain standards of behaviour. In accordance with this belief, it was held that Jews themselves were unable to eradicate some of the causes of anti-Semitism. For the communal leaders it was argued that the primary duty of the Council was to “counteract anti-Semitism and prevent the causes that created it. What had general and long-standing effect of suppressing anti-Semitism was German even in a mild sense here, was the one persistent fruit of good men—self-sacrifice. The work of the Council was to try and receive that cause if possible.”

It was out of such a common concern to protect the “good image” of the community that communal leaders called upon Jews to stay away from fascist meetings: “We must always be on the watch that the Jewish name was safeguarded. We should do all in our power to discourage young people from attending Fascist meetings.”

Throughout the period the leaders of the community maintained their faith in the British authorities’ ability to deal with fascism. At first this faith implied that the Jewish community need not confront fascism itself. It was argued that, “The fascist question was not a Jewish question. The police would use their best endeavours to see there was no breach of the peace.” However, because of October 1936, a member of the Communal Council executive was reported in the Jewish Chronicle as saying that “Jewry in England had begun to realise they must undertake to protect themselves owing to the attacks being made upon them.” The handful of Jews in this country had to take up the cudgels.

A local Defence Committee was set up under Council auspices. Its work was largely of a defensive nature, continuing an earlier trend of answering the BUF at the level of argument, point by point. Thus the Committee was concerned to refute the BUF’s anti-Semitic arguments, to show that they did not control the press, the Government, finance or the BBC. However, between the end of 1936 and 1939 the Council, with the help of the Communal Executive, planned a series of public meetings to expose BUF speakers in the fight against fascism than it ever had before. This shift in strategy towards greater surveillance of the BUF came in the wake of a new class policy by the BUF leadership, which banned political parties and trade unions from meeting in public. As it became acceptable for central government and for local chief constables under the auspices of city councils to restrict BUF activities, so the Communist council felt able to assist in that process. It is possible therefore to distinguish between two phases of Council activity. In the first phase, from the beginning of the BUF in Manchester in 1932 until September–October 1936, the communal leadership had no coherent policy of opposition. In the second phase, from 1936 until the demise of the BUF, the Council took seriously the task of monitoring the BUF and combating its actions.

In contrast, the YCL strategy was clear and consistent throughout the 1930s, reflecting the self-confidence of a younger generation of Jews who had been brought up in Manchester and who felt more secure of their place there and more able to defend it vigorously. Within the CP, Jews proved themselves to be perhaps more militant than any other sector. In London Jewish militancy created a conflict in the CP. The YCL in London—but not in Manchester—were unhappy with the YCL in Manchester. The CP had in accordance with Comintern directives adopted the strategy of “a united front of working class parties and a popular front of all parties with all who would combine a struggle against Fascism and War.” The subsequent concern to develop a relationship with the Labour Party precluded any form of rank-and-file militancy that might alienate Labour support. In the words of Harry Pollitt:

It will be fatal for us if the CP’s policy to Missley is looked upon by the working class as in the nature of a brand and not a real political struggle.

The shift in strategy led to the conflict articulated particularly in the London Borough of Stepney between those rank- and-file members who advocated “streetwork” for example, party members engaged in the fight against fascism in the streets and in organisations like the National Executive Workers Movement and full time functionaries who wanted people to give up “streetwork” for trade union work. For, it was argued that if the CP undermined the strength of the trade unions and the Labour Party, it would be possible to generate more unified front action which would be more effective in the long run in the fight against fascism.

In Manchester the type of conflict which eventually led to expulsions in Stepney was not apparent. Trade union work and a popular front strategy, expressed most clearly in the first half of 1936, were executed alongside the type of policy derived by Phil Pitarin, Harry Pollitt and other CP leaders, that of, where possible, driving the fascists out of the streets. Whilst, after the Party’s strategic shift of 1934, forces at
the top may have been disappearing of some of the tactics being employed in Cheetham, there appears to be no evidence of interference 'from above' with anti-fascist activity initiated at a local level.

The policy of driving the fascists off the streets was pursued in response to every level of fascist activity. At the personal level, one-to-one fights would very often break out where a Jewish youth was subjected to anti-semitic abuse by a fascist. As one YCL member remembers:

-- a verbal encounter would very often lead to physical attack. Many of my contemporaries would not stroll for it; it would end up with fistfights on the spot, maybe a house or two down the street, maybe in a dance hall. Any reference to 'Jew boys' could end in a fight. That was as common as anything ... My immediate reaction to any expression of fascism was 'knock their bloody head off.'

Or as another ex-member put it: 'I am a man of peace, but I had no qualms about putting my boot in.'

At the slightly more collective level of street-corner activity, the attitude of the YCL is clearly encapsulated in the following report which appeared in the Daily Worker:

For nearly two years now the workers and anti-Fascists of Manchester have shown the Blackshirts where to get off. Time and again the Fascists have only got out of Stevenson Square with only a whole skin as a result of quick mobilisation of the police force -- I'll never forget the Sunday afternoon when about two thousand workers determinedly drove them out of the square into Lever Street ... Last Saturday saw this gallant record upheld when the Blackshirts were driven off town sales quite early in the evening. They returned with increased forces, but this resulted in hundreds of workers taking up their cudgels and marching to the sound of drums. They drove the Fascists off Oldham Street.

The Daily Worker may or may not have exaggerated the numbers involved, but it captures the essence of such incidents, according to the recollections of those involved.

Where it was not possible to physically remove the Blackshirts from the scene, for instance in the case of Mosley's mass meetings, the YCL and their supporters would use diaphanous tactics, such as those described in the following extract from the Manchester Guardian:

At soon as Sir Oswald appeared on the platform the presence of a compact and rowdy opposition declared itself ... For the first quarter of an hour not a single phrase of the speech was understood, except by those on or near the platform. The orators stood shoulder to shoulder at one corner of the square yelling systematically. One, two, three, four, five -- we want Mosley dead or alive' was repeated continuously in choruses for minutes together ... One group sang the 'International'. Another followed it with the 'Red Flag'.

The YCL had an effective and well-organized system of mobilisation which sprang into action the moment the BUF informed the YCL leadership of Blackshirt plans.

... the moment news came, say of a fascist march or street corner meeting ... there was a network immediately ... It was a close knit area: terraced houses, streets close by one another, everybody on foot ... people used to legging it. You used to get on a bike, race round the area and use first weapon to mob the Blackshirts a leaflet. We used to run off leaflets like a flash. Printers in the area were sympathetic to us. It was a whole community involvement ... Someone would knock on your door one evening, 'Come out with us, we've got leaflets to give out.' Right, on your bike ... Someone would run off these leaflets. All out, Marshall Croft, such and such a date, such and such a time. We would collect about twenty people, race out all round the area -- word of mouth -- people going shopping the next day -- women talking to each other -- buzzing round the whole area ..."

It has already been noted that the YCL represented only a small proportion of the Jewish community as a whole. But there is evidence that there was support for some of the League's activities in the wider Jewish community. Obviously, without the evidence of opinion polls, it is difficult to assess the exact degree of this support, but the events of the first half of 1936, as reported in the Manchester Guardian, indicate that a significant minority of Jews were willing to work with communists in protesting against fascist provocation. On 26 February 1936, the day before the BUF proposed to hold a meeting in Cheetham Town Hall, a crowded meeting in the YCL's Challenge Club. Highbourn, protested, 'against the deliberate act of provocation on the part of Fascists preparing to hold a meeting in the heart of the Jewish population in Manchester.' It called on the Chief Constable and the City Council authorities immediately to withdraw permission for the meeting. The fascist meeting, allowed to go ahead, was followed a week later by a demand by residents of the Cheetham area for an official inquiry into the reasons for the failure to ban the meeting. The greatest meeting was held at a larger venue than the Challenge Club, the Cheetham Public Hall. Yet, according to the Manchester Guardian, hundreds of people were unable to gain admission to the meeting and an overflow meeting had to be held.
Two months later the BUF was again given permission to hold a meeting in Cheetham Town Hall. A resolution was again passed against the letting of public buildings in Cheetham to fascist organisations and was presented to the Lord Mayor, accompanied by a petition signed by 3,500 residents of the Cheetham district. The resolution read as follows:

...that in view of the fact that the Fascists have again and again been given permission to hold a meeting in the Cheetham area in spite of a tremendous protest aroused by their last visit, we, the general public of the North Manchester area, strongly protest to the city authorities against their action in again letting a public building to the said organisation, knowing full well that the meeting must result in the provocation of the residents of that area.

The protest was coordinated by a newly formed group, the North Manchester Coordinating Committee Against Fascism, founded at the instigation of the CP, but representing an array of groups including the Labour Party, the Tailors' and Garment Workers' Union, the Garment Makers' Union and the Workers' Circle.

As long as Mosley and his fascists continued to thrash themselves on to the North Manchester area, the community's protestations continued. On 28 June 1936, 'a crowd of some thousands' formed around the Town Hall to protest at Mosley's presence there.28 On 19 July 1936 a crowd of five thousand people 'overwhelmingly hostile to the Fascists' gathered at Albert Cocket, Miles Platting where Mosley spoke once again.29 Such activities at the high point of the Blackshirt invasion of North Manchester represent a clear refutation of the Home Secretary's assertion that Jews were submissive under attack.

It has even been suggested that from 1937 certain communal leaders were engaged in joint anti-fascist action with members of the CP, although the informal nature of such links makes it difficult to ascertain their frequency or intimacy. Possible evidence of contact between Communal Council leaders and the CP is a meeting of protest against anti-semitism held at the Blackley Institute which the Defence Committee of the Council claimed to organise and at which Carl Ross presided.30 According to Mick Jenkins (a full-time CP organiser in the 1930s), Ross was on intimate terms with members of the CP. Jenkins observes that it was through people like Carl Ross — with a 'clean sheet' as regards political agitation — that the CP was able to gain such needed financial support in the fight against fascism. As far as members of the Council were concerned, they were directing resources into acceptable channels. Such an arrangement, Jenkins argues, served the interests of both parties: neither the CP nor the Communal Council wanted to risk being discredited by being seen to be associated with the other; yet both had a shared interest in combating fascism. As Jenkins explains, 'All would agree because no one was being exposed individually... It was a question of tactics. We weren't conceding any principles if we shook hands with Laski'31 and said 'nothing inside but that was all that we wanted, a united front for peace'.

Conclusion

By using oral history as a technique it has been possible to explain why so many young Jews of the Cheetham and Strangeways districts of North Manchester came to be attracted to communism. It has been argued that there was a culture or tradition of utopianism in the community already which encouraged a critic of society as it was and that the combination of this pre-existing culture and objective conditions of economic and ethnic oppression gave rise to a high Jewish membership of the YCL. However, this analysis does not pretend to be complete, and further interviewing could reveal other dimensions — most importantly the role of gender — in shaping consciousness. But what this article does hopefully indicate is the way oral history interviewing might be fruitfully utilised 'to get inside' the process of identity construction in order to understand the way mediating role of identity in the relationship between structural and cultural conditions on the one hand and political action on the other. For, if we are to accept that there is no necessary or automatic correspondence between objective class interests and revolutionary political action, we must also look at factors other than class-related ones which constitute the way individuals identify themselves and at the way those multi-faceted identities in turn inform action.

In the second section the provocative and threatening nature of BUF activity was considered along with the ambivalent attitude of the British state to the butting of Jews, as expressed in its overriding concern for the 'keeping of order'. The final part highlighted the way in which the Challenge Club, in its determination to physically remove the fascists from the areas where Jews lived, worked independently from the CP leadership who opposed physical confrontations with fascists in the popular front-period. It was also stressed that the YCL was not alone in actively opposing the Mosleyites, as evidenced by their united action with other local labour organisations against the city Council's decision to permit a fascist meeting in Cheetham which, it is hoped that these latter sections will have served the purpose of dispelling much of the mythology which has tended to obscure the true nature of Jewish anti-fascist activity. But there is plenty of scope for further investigations not only of YCL activity but of the role of other groups within the Jewish community in the anti-fascist struggles of the 1930s.
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